Dispute analysis and litigation support

From complexity and uncertainty to clarity and confidence

International Arbitration, Litigation and Expert Determination
Challenge

Resolving disputes can be complex and puzzling

In today’s business world, a dispute can take many forms. You could be facing a breach of contract or of warranty, delays on a capital project, joint venture setbacks, an M&A dispute or a major insurance claim. Nobody wants to be involved in a dispute but for most businesses, it is likely to happen at some stage, putting real value at risk.

It is challenging to take action against someone or defend an action while keeping your organization running and growing. Resolving disputes can be complex and puzzling, and in a globalised world, you can face unfamiliar and sometimes conflicting judicial systems and cultures. The challenge businesses face is resolving these complex problems.
For over 20 years, the Dispute Analysis and Litigation Support Team of PwC’s Forensic Services has helped clients in a range of disputes and claims no matter the stage, size or context of the dispute. We work with you and your legal teams to develop a robust dispute resolution strategy and express your position in a credible and compelling manner. In complex cases, high-quality, objective advice can make the difference between winning and losing.

PwC’s strength come from combining our forensic accounting expertise with an unrivalled network of expert knowledge. We can tailor our services to your specific needs (e.g. complex valuation issues or specific industry knowledge). Our team has a proven record of dealing with disputes from the preliminary stages of assessing the merits of a case from a financial and economic standpoint, through to calculating damages and where necessary providing expert witness evidence. Our specialists skilled in various sectors draw on our global network helping you to analyse the financial aspects as well as the industry specific aspects of the case.

With support from our cutting-edge Forensic Technology practice (data analytics, eDiscovery with AI review optimization, contract analytics tool, automated redaction etc.), we can help you move to resolution as quickly as possible so that you can get on with your business.

Solution

Expert team tailored to your specific needs

Litigation and International Arbitration: Our team has given evidence in proceedings all over the world (ICSID, LCIA, DIS, ICC, VIAC, UNCITRAL) and has a deep understanding of the processes and procedures involved.

Expert determination and other out-of-court procedures: In case of an out of court settlement, we support the parties as an independent expert, mediator or conciliator.
Your benefit

Increase the chance of your success

Establish facts
PwC’s capabilities provide you with objective expert evidence required in a dispute to increase your chance of success.

Strategic and efficient resolution
PwC’s in depth expertise provides strategic advice and support to you throughout the dispute process.

Reliable quantification of claims
Our technological competencies and years of experience facilitate a particularly reliable and detailed quantification of claims.

Strengthen your position in a dispute process
A meaningful and independent assessment can significantly strengthen your position.

“Where there is complexity and uncertainty – We create clarity and confidence”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forensic Technology expertise</th>
<th>Industry expertise</th>
<th>International experts</th>
<th>Years of experience in quantifying damages in a variety of disputes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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